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This accessory demonstrates visually, audibly and numerically 

the phenomenon of cavitation and its association with the 

vapour pressure of a liquid.

 DEMONSTRATION CAPABILITIES

>  Observation of the phenomenon of cavitation in a liquid (by 

reducing the liquid to its vapour pressure)

>  Comparison of theoretical and actual pressure at  

cavitation conditions

>  Observation of air-release due to dissolved gasses in a liquid

>  Demonstration of reducing cavitation by increasing the static 

pressure in a liquid

DESCRIPTION

This accessory consists of a circular Venturi-shaped test section 

manufactured from clear acrylic to enable visualisation inside the 

section. As the flow of water increases the pressure at the throat 

falls in accordance with the Bernoulli equation until a limit is 

reached corresponding to the vapour pressure of the liquid. At this 

low pressure small bubbles of vapour form then collapse violently 

as the pressure rises again downstream - a process called cavitation.

Bourdon gauges indicate the pressure upstream of the contraction, 

inside the throat and downstream of the expansion in the test section. 

Flow control valves upstream and downstream of the test section 

enable the flow and pressure to be adjusted enabling cavitation to be 

clearly demonstrated.

 TECHNICAL DETAILS

Upstream pressure gauge: 63mm diameter,

  Range 0 to 1 bar

Throat vacuum gauge: 100mm diameter,

  Range -1 to 0 bar

Downstream pressure gauge: 63mm diameter,

  Range 0 -1 bar

Requires Hydraulics Bench Service unit F1-10

This apparatus provides an introduction to the behaviour of 

liquids under hydrostatic conditions (fluid at rest) and the 

application of these principles to pressure measurement  

using manometers.

MEASUREMENT CAPABILITIES

>  Demonstrating the behaviour of liquids at rest (Hydrostatics)

>  Showing that the free surface of a liquid is horizontal and  

independent of cross section

>  Measuring liquid level using a scale and the effect of parallax

>  Measuring small changes in liquid level using  

a micromanometer

>  Measuring changes in liquid level using a Vernier hook and  

point gauge

>  Using a single piezometer / manometer tube to measure head

> Using manometer tubes to measure differential pressure

>  Using an inclined manometer to measure small  

pressure differences

>  Using a ‘U’ tube manometer to measure pressure differences in a 

gas (air over liquid)

>  Using an inverted pressurized ‘U’ tube manometer to measure 

pressure differences in a liquid

>  Using liquids with different densities to change the sensitivity of 

a ‘U’ tube manometer

>  Demonstrating the effect of trapped air on the accuracy  

of a manometer

>  Demonstrating the effect of flowing liquid (friction in a fluid 

created by motion)

DESCRIPTION

The Armfield F1-29 is designed to demonstrate the properties of 

Newtonian fluids and their behaviour under hydrostatic conditions 

(fluid at rest). This enables students to develop an understanding 

and knowledge of a wide range of fundamental principles and 

techniques, before studying fluids in motion. These include the 

use of fluids in manometers to measure pressure and pressure 

differences in gases and liquids.
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